Every piece of information helps

**SOME THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR**

Terrorists rely on surprise, so there’s no definitive list, however local and overseas experience has given us some possible warning signs to look out for. Examples include:

- Unusual surveillance, videotaping or photography of official buildings, energy installations and important sites
- Vehicles parked near significant buildings or in busy public places for long periods of time
- Packages or bags abandoned in public places such as malls, buildings or train stations
- Suspicious purchases or possession of large quantities of fertilizer, chemicals or explosives
- Unusual uses of accommodation such as garages being used at odd times of the day or night

Small pieces of information from members of the public can help keep Australia safe from terrorism. Police and security agencies are working hard but you could help them complete the picture.

If you see anything suspicious call the 24-hour National Security Hotline on 1800 123 400. Our trained operators take every call seriously and you can remain anonymous.

Remember, every piece of information helps.

1800 123 400

**NATIONAL SECURITY HOTLINE**

www.nationalsecurity.gov.au